PROTECTING KIDS FROM SEXUAL PREDATORS

MAY 24, 2016
6:00 - 7:30 PM
CHULA VISTA CIVIC CENTER LIBRARY
365 F St, CHULA VISTA, CA 91910

PANEL DISCUSSION FOR ADULTS ONLY
PRESENTED BY CHULA VISTA ELEMENTARY COUNCIL OF PTAs & SWEETWATER SECONDARY COUNCIL OF PTSAs

PANELISTS INCLUDE:


Tungching Yim, Ph.D, is currently retired but she comes with many years of experience as a clinical and educational psychologist working with children and their families with various emotional and educational needs. Dr. Yim will be speaking on protective factors and developing a transparent relationship with your child.

Detective Elliott Shaffer, Chula Vista Police Department Family Protection Unit, currently assigned to the Internet Crimes Against Children (ICAC) Task Force. Detective Shaffer will discuss the potential dangers that children face online.

Join us for a panel presentation and discussion on how parents can help protect their children from predator grooming. Find out how to improve parent-child communication. Learn the warning signs of sexual abuse. Come and have your questions answered!